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Xummary 
The author has proved [3] that, if f(z), z=reie, is an entire fiLnction of order Q 
(0 Q Q < oo), and ij &(r, f) is defined by: 
I,(r,f)= (& j.l!(7eqwp> 1, 
0 
then 
Theorem 1 of this note gives a refinement of the above result when Q is non-zero 
and fmite. 
1. The following result is due to BERNSTEIN ([l], p. 76) and KOVARI 
(PI, P* 88). 
Theorem 10. If f( ) x is an entire function of order Q (0 <e <co) and 
type z (0 <z-c co), and we define as usual, 
then 
(lo) ez< limsup _ -Jf(rs f’) < eez 
r--f00 7-e lM(r, f) ’ ’ 
The inequalities of (lo) are best-possible in the following sense. The 
example f(z) =ez shows that G in the left-hand inequality of (lo) can 
become =, while an example of f(z), due to KOVARI ([2], p. S9), shows 
that G in the right-hand inequality of (10) can also become = . Kovari’s 
example is 
f(x) = nzl alar! an 3 *.. 
with 
which (as can be easily proved) is an entire function of order e and type z 
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A result exactly analogous to that of Theorem 10 is the following, 
proved in this note. 
Theorem 1. If f(z), z=re@‘, is an entire function of order Q (0 <Q -=c 00) 
and type z (O<z<w) and we define 
l/S 
Ia(r, f) = ) 6>1, 
then 
(1) 
As in the case of Theorem lo, the signs G in (1) can be reduced to = , 
the left-hand G obviously becoming = when f(z) = ez and the right-hand 
< becoming = when 6 = 2 and f(x) is the function used by Kovari to 
illustrate the corresponding assertion in regard to (1). It is sufficient to 
state that the use of Kovari’s function now is much the same as its use 
by Kovari himself since this statement can be verified by making certain 
obvious changes in his arguments. 
2. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on an extension (given as Lemma 1 
below) of Bernstein’s inequality for trigonometric polynomials used by 
him in the proof of his result in (lo) as well as another argument in the 
same proof (embodied in Lemma 2). 
Lemma 1. (ZYGMUND [6]). If P( ) 2 is a polynomial of degree n, and 
P’(z) its derivative, then 
Lemma 2. ([a], Lemma 2; BERNSTEIN [l], p, 76). Xuppose f(x)= 
= j. 
anzn is an entire fun&&a of order Q (0 <e < co) and type z (0 <z < 00). 
Let /3 be arbitrarily chosen so that 0 c/3< 1. Then there exists a positive 
integer No(P) such that, whenever iV> No, 
where 
IxI=Nl’@ (2) , L=(ep)l’@, 
satisfies the inequalities 
0) lo44 I <B/N , (ii) Iqw’(z) I <B. 
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Lemma 3. (see e.g. LITTLEWOOD [5], p. 17). If $(6) is a continuous 
function of 0 in the intercal (0, 2~) and we define 




Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the left-hand inequality of (1) 
is just like that of the left-hand inequality of (lo), and is, in fact, given 
by the author elsewhere ([4], concluding part of Theorem 1). The proof 
of the right-hand inequality of (1) is given below. 
cn 
If f(x) = 2 an9 (2 =re@) we first write 
la=0 
f(x)= (5 + 5 ) a, z~=PN(z) +giv(x), say, 
n=o ?l=Nfl 
where gp(z), N and j.z =r are chosen as in Lemma 1 corresponding to any 
small /3> 0. We then find that 
IJr, f’) = (& r 1 PN’(reie) +gN’(reie) Ia dO)l” (S> 1) 
s -& 71 PN’(reie)lsdO )‘” + (& 7 1 gN’(re@) I8 
0 0 
dO)lp 
by Minkowski’s inequality. Applying Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 (ii) to the 
first and the second terms respectively on the right side, we get 
I,(Y, f’) s r & r 1 I’dwe) IadO 1/a 
0 
+ ; (r= 14) 
N 1 2n l/S Z--.- r 
( 
27c ,S 1 f(reie) -g~(re@) I”dB 
> 
+ $ 
s F (-& [I f(reie)l”df3)“‘+ F (& 2n 
> 
l/S 
/” IgN(reie)/‘dB + f 
by Minkowski’s inequality again. Applying Lemma 2 (i) to the middle 
term on the right side, we now obtain 
whence, on account of our choosing N and r= 1x1 as in Lemma 2, we have 
(2) r&T@, f’) L-t-P I2 
I&, f) ( > - r@+Bp(Le=ep). 1-B 
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Dividing the last inequality by r@ and letting r (and N) tend to co 
(while p remains fixed), we see that 




r-b52 @ 143(r,f) 1-B 
which implies (/? being arbitrary) the right-hand inequality of (l), making 
the proof complete. 
It is worth noting in conclusion that (la) may be obtained, as follows, 
as a limiting case of (1). 
For, letting 6 + 00 (but keeping r fixed) in (2), we get by an appeal 
to Lemma 3: 
PQ) 
(20) leads to the right-hand inequality of (10) exactly as (2) leads to the 
right-hand inequality of (1). On the other hand, the left-hand inequality 
of (1) shows that, given any small positive number ,B’ (< l), we can find 
a sequence (Q): O<ri<rs<...<rk<..., rk + 00 (le + co), such that 
We get in consequence of Lemma 3, when we let 6 + 00 (but keep k 
fixed) 
/3’ being arbitrary, the left-hand inequality of (lo) follows at once from 
the last step when k --f co. 
Finally the author wishes to thank the referee for some useful sug- 
gestions. The author’s thanks are also due to Professor C. T. Rajagopal 
for his help in preparing this revised note. 
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